
Bundling Herbs for Drying - a short photo essay.  

Bundled herbs are the most space-saving drying technique. First, you need a warm, 

but not hot, dim and dry area to hang them up. Bathrooms and kitchens are usually 

a bad idea, being rather 

moist, but a porch or 

pantry usually is both 

warm and dry, at least 

during the summer.  

We have an herb rack in 

the back room at the shop 

where we can open both 

doors at need to get some 

airflow.  

It has hooks spaced about 

a foot apart to hang the 

herbs on. You’ll need 

something of the sort, but 

pegs on a wall will work 

or a mug rack (the kind 

with pegs). Ours is quite 

large because of the 

quantity of herbs, but you 

can make do with a 

single hook or hanging 

spot, if need be, as herbs 

don’t have to hang for 

long.  

So, once you’re harvested your herbs, choose the long stems to bundle. You can 

bundle smaller herbs, but use the larger ones like the Lady’s Mantle in the photos 

for practice at first. The rule of thumb is “Like size with like”!  



First, strip off 

all withered 

leaves and 

brown or 

yellowed bits. 

You won’t want 

them in with 

your herbs as 

you’re 

processing and 

they’re hard to 

get rid of at that 

once dry.  

Next, you will need to strip the 

last 2-4 inches of the stems of any 

loose green material. This is 

where everything gets squashed 

together. Stems are ok, but leaves 

and flowers will not dry properly. 

If you get really unlucky they will 

mold.  

  



The next step is to begin to bundle the 

herbs. Loop the string around the whole 

bundle of stems once and then around and 

tie.  

You’ll need to use a surgeon’s knot 

to tie with, since this is hard to upset 

and will hold so that you can really 

“crank down” on the stems.  

 

 



If you don’t, as they shrink as they dry, you’ll find them falling out of the loop!  

You have two options for creating the hanging loop, either a square or a doubled 

overhand loop.  

 

Hang and let dry! Easy, eh?  

 


